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MINUTES 

OF THE LAND USE BOARD, 
 BOROUGH OF HOPATCONG,  

HELD AT THE MUNICIPAL BUILDING, 111 RIVER STYX ROAD 
HOPATCONG, NEW JERSEY  

SEPTEMBER 15, 2015 
OPEN PUBLIC MEETING 7:30 PM 

 
 
CALL TO ORDER: Chairman Alan Gilbert called the meeting to order at 7:30pm. 
 
OPEN PUBLIC MEETINGS ACT STATEMENT:  Chairman Alan Gilbert stated “that this 
meeting is held in accordance with the Open Public Meetings Act 10:4-1 et seq. annual notice 
been forwarded to the New Jersey Herald, the New Jersey Sunday Herald and posted on the 
bulletin board maintained in the Municipal Building for public announcements.” 
 
SALUTE TO THE FLAG:  Chairman Gilbert invited all present to salute the flag. 
 
ROLL CALL:   The Recording Secretary called the roll. 
PRESENT: Mayor Sylvia Petillo, Councilman Michael Francis, Ron Jobeless, Alan 

Gilbert, Robert Rehe, Robert Duncan, Ken Trumpore, Sam Hoagland, 
Justin Lijo, Mark Gaffney, and Phillip Reilly. 

 
ABSENT: Mike Rahill 
 
PROFESSIONALS  
IN ATTENDANCE: John Ruschke- Engineer 
  William Haggerty- Attorney  
  Bill Donegan- Zoning Officer 
 
ABSENT:  None 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: 
 
A motion is in order to approve the meeting minutes of September 1, 2015. 
 
Chairman Gilbert stated that corrections and additions have been forwarded to the Secretary. 
 
Councilman Francis made a motion to approve the meeting minutes of September 1, 2015. 
Seconded by Robert Rehe. 
 
Upon roll call vote: 
Ayes: Councilman Francis, Jobeless, Rehe, Duncan, Trumpore, Hoagland, Lijo, Gaffney, and 
Reilly 
Nays: None Absent: Rahill Abstentions: Mayor Petillo and Gilbert 
 
CONTINUED APPLICATION: 

1. 38 Hopatchung Realty, LLC     Block 30320 Lot 6                 38 Hopatchung Rd  
(Carried from the August 18, 2015 meeting without further notice) 
Applicant is seeking final approval of revised and amended minor site plan in a B-1 zone for 
conversion of service station into convenience store in accordance with Resolution of 
memorialization approved July 11, 2014. Variances requested 242-26C Parking, 242-26A2 
Parking in front yard, 242-27A&B No Loading zone, 242-14B more than one principle use, Any 
variances required by the Land Use Board. 
Preexisting Non-conforming 242-44(6) rear yard setback, 242-44(8) Lot coverage. 
 
Chairman Gilbert stated that the Board had received correspondence that the applicant has 
requested a continuance to the October 20, 2015 meeting without further notice.  
 
Mr. Haggerty stated that they have had a few postponements already and the Board really 
doesn’t have any information from them except that they’re making engineering revisions. The 
policy that this Board has followed whereby would require applicants after a couple 
postponements to re-notice is appropriate.  
 
Chairman Gilbert stated that they have already had two continuances. Chairman Gilbert 
further stated that when reviewing the site the other day (and that he pointed it out to Mr. 
Ruschke) that he had noticed they had put in a vacuum machine and an air-pump machine; 
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they don’t show up on any site plan and aren’t on anything given previously. Chairman Gilbert 
stated that he feels that it’s appropriate to give them a continuance, but with re-notification.  
 
Mr. Trumpore stated that by adding the vacuum machine and an air-pump machine they lost a 
couple of parking spaces.  
 
Chairman Gilbert stated that they also looked back at other plans for gas stations in town, and 
they give a lot of information for these types of things. 
 
Sam Hoagland made a motion to continue the 38 Hopatchung Realty, LLC Application with re-
notice to the October 20, 2015 meeting. Seconded by Robert Duncan. 
 
Upon roll call vote: 
Ayes: Mayor Petillo, Councilman Francis, Jobeless, Gilbert, Rehe, Duncan, Trumpore, 
Hoagland, and Lijo 
Nays: None Absent: Rahill Abstentions: 
 

2. John Celusak                        Block 31613 Lot 6                9 Normandy Circle   
Carried from the July 21st Land Use Meeting without further notice. 
Applicant is seeking approval for a retaining wall in front to contain parking pad with stairways to 
access the parking area and provide tiered beds for planting, a retaining wall in back to provide 
level area adjacent to the house and eliminate ongoing erosion, a spa/hot tub adjacent to the 
pool, Lean to/shed adjacent to the house. Variances requested 242-38D(5) side yard setback, 
242-28C(1) Retaining wall setback, 242-15B(6) accessory structure less than 6’ from primary 
structure, 242-15E maximum number of accessory structures, Any variances required by the 
Land Use Board. Preexisting Non-conforming 242-38D(1) lot size, 242-38D(2) lot width, 242-
38D(4) front yard setback. 
 
Mayor Petillo and Councilman Francis recused themselves from this application. 
 
Mr. Celusak asked if he could go next being that his attorney was not there yet. 
 
Chairman Gilbert stated that was fine, but it could be a while. 
 
The Board decided to see applicants in a different order. 

 

NEW APPLICATION:  

 

1. Jeremy Marshall               B 10810 L 1, 1.01                            2A Cove Rd 

The applicant proposes to extend the existing boathouse to the land, and repair/rebuild existing 

dock with expansion of two floating finger docks. Variances requested 242-20C(3) Dock Length, 

242-30C(4) Water Area Coverage, 242-30C(5)Minimum Dock Width, 242-30C(10) Maximum 

Size Irregular Shaped Dock, 242-30D(2) Boathouse Side Yard Setback, Any variances required 

by the Land Use Board. Preexisting Non-conforming 242-30C(2) Dock Side Yard Setback. 

 

Mr. Haggerty swore in Jeremy Marshall as the property owner. 

 

Mr. Marshall stated that the pilings on his dock have been damaged a number of times from ice; 

and it’s gotten to the point where it’s somewhat dangerous – he would need to re-do them and 

re-build. Mr. Marshall stated that some of the expert opinions that he had gotten was that he 

should try to tie it in with the stone wall on the land and cross brace it with steel. He further 

stated that he would have to re-drill pilings where they are and beef up the whole thing, and in 

addition take the existing boathouse and move it back towards the land.  

 

Chairman Gilbert asked Mr. Marshall if he was moving the boathouse. 

 

Mr. Marshall stated that he was not moving the boathouse; he’s just putting a storage room 

behind it. Mr. Marshall further stated that he wasn’t sure if the two finger docks were floating or 

permanent, but he’s going to see what the application to the state would be subsequent to this 

meeting to see what the best bet would be with that.  

 

Mr. Trumpore stated that it doesn’t seem to be affecting the neighbors in any way, the finger 

docks would be out in front of Mr. Marshall’s property not the neighbors, the storage room 
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behind the boathouse is close to the property line, but there’s landscape blockage there that 

neighbor couldn’t even see it; so he doesn’t even see a problem. 

 

Mr. Hoagland stated that Mr. Marshall is his neighbor, and he is all in favor of this though he 

can’t vote. 

 

Mr. Haggerty asked Mr. Marshall if the storage room behind the boathouse was going to be a 

separate building. 

 

Mr. Marshall stated that it would be connected – it would have the same roof line. They might 

have a breeze way where there’s a dock, but it’ll all be connected. 

 

Mr. Duncan asked if Mr. Marshall had more on the design. 

 

Mr. Marshall stated that he drew a drawing. The roof line extends back the same, the roof pitch 

is the same, and it just goes back to the land. So it would look like just a longer version of what’s 

there now. 

 

Mr. Duncan stated that it really doesn’t tell him any profiles to the building and he can’t picture it. 

 

Mr. Marshall stated that the height to the building is 14’ which is what’s there now, so he’s going 

to match that height. 

 

Mr. Trumpore stated that he can picture what it is; he’s keeping the same dimensions. 

 

Mr. Duncan stated that he just likes to see a little more. 

 

Chairman Gilbert opened the application up to the public. Seeing no one, the application was 

brought back to the Board. Chairman Gilbert asked the Board if they had any further questions 

or comments. 

 

Justin Lijo made a motion to Approve the Jeremy Marshall Application. Seconded by Ken 

Trumpore. 

Upon roll call vote: 
Ayes: Mayor Petillo, Councilman Francis, Jobeless, Gilbert, Rehe, Duncan, Trumpore, Lijo, and 
Gaffney 
Nays: None Absent: Rahill Abstentions: 
 

Jeremy Marshall requested a Waiver of Memorialization from the Board. 

 

Mayor Petillo made a motion to Approve the Waiver of Memorialization for the Jeremy Marshall 

Application. Seconded by Ken Trumpore. 

Upon roll call vote: 
Ayes: Mayor Petillo, Councilman Francis, Jobeless, Gilbert, Rehe, Duncan, Trumpore, Lijo, and 
Gaffney 
Nays: None Absent: Rahill Abstentions: 

 

2. Mike Rahill      B 41001 L 31                       106 Leland Trail 

The applicant proposes to construct a carport on the property. Variances requested 242-38D(4) 

front yard setback, 242-38D(5) side yard setback, Any variances required by the Land Use 

Board. Preexisting Non-conforming 242-38D(2) lot width, 242-28C(1) retaining wall setback. 

 

D. James Castiglia came before the Board as Mike Rahill’s Attorney.  

 

Mr. Castiglia stated that Mr. Rahill is a member of the Board so he excused himself this 

evening.  

 

Mr. Castiglia passed around four photographs that were paper clipped together and they were 

marked Exhibit A-1.  
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Mr. Castiglia stated that the photographs show a carport that was constructed in 1996. The 

applicant applied for a municipal permit, got a permit, it was built. Everything seemed fine. It has 

come to Mr. Rahill’s attention that a side yard variance was not applied for at the time (in 1996). 

Mr. Castiglia stated he does not know why it was not caught by anyone’s attention at that time. 

As a member of the Board he wants to comply with everything he is supposed to do; so he is 

applying for his variances at this time. 

 

Chairman Gilbert asked Mr. Castiglia how close it comes to the property line. 

 

Mr. Castiglia stated that on the survey it’s less than a foot. 

 

Mr. Haggerty stated it’s three tenths of a foot. 

 

Mr. Rehe asked if this was an oversight by the Zoning Officer. 

 

Chairman Gilbert stated is must have been because not only were construction permits issued, 

he also got a Certificate of Occupancy. It was done at the same time as an add level was put 

on. 

 

Mr. Castiglia pointed out that it is not an enclosed garage, it is a carport and that it’s improved 

the property. 

 

Chairman Gilbert asked if there were any questions or comments from the Board. Seeing 

none, Chairman Gilbert opened the application up to the public. 

 

Wendy Girard (neighboring lot) was sworn in by Mr. Haggerty 

 

Ms. Girard stated that she purchased her property approximately 10 years ago and she was told 

there was a 10’ set back. Ms. Girard stated that he is within three inches of her property and if 

she were to build three inches of his property, they would be six inches apart from one another. 

Ms. Girard stated that Mr. Rahill filed a complaint against her for rubbish being put on her 

property; neighbors and people would use it as a wood chip dumping ground.  

 

Mr. Rehe asked if Ms. Girard owned the vacant lot right next to Mr. Rahill’s. 

 

Ms. Girard stated she did and that it’s been in her family since way before 1996. Mr. Rahill was 

asked by her cousins to move his rubbish off of their property many of times. Ms. Girard further 

stated that she felt that the carport was an eye sore. She stated if you drive by it, it brings down 

the neighborhood; there isn’t anything encouraging to build a nice home next to it. It’s not 

enclosed, there’s no door on it. Ms. Girard asked why are there rules for other people and not 

for Mr. Rahill who is a member of the Board. 

 

Chairman Gilbert stated that this has nothing to do with Mr. Rahill being a member of the 

Board. Chairman Gilbert further stated that this happened 20 years ago, way before he was a 

member of the Board. 

 

Mr. Ruschke stated this is not the first application that the Board has received that had a carport 

that went right to the property line. It’s a carport, it’s an open structure. Something can be put 

into the resolution like he’s prohibited from enclosing it unless he comes back before the Board. 

Mr. Ruschke stated that this is not unique.  

 

Mr. Haggerty stated that this is probably the first with a building permit. 

 

Ms. Girard asked if the structure ended up bigger than what was applied for with the building 

permit.  

 

The Board all stated no. 
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Mr. Castiglia stated that the applicant would consent to the suggestion of the carport not being 

enclosed. 

 

Ms. Girard asked what the purpose of the variance tonight was if there was nothing that could 

be done about it. 

 

Chairman Gilbert stated that this was to clean it up, to make it legal. If he were to ever want to 

sell the property, a potential purchaser would want it to already be done. 

 

Chairman Gilbert asked if anyone else from the public would like to come before the Board. 

 

David Carpenter (109 Leland Trail) was sworn in by Mr. Haggerty. 

 

Mr. Carpenter stated that he’s been looking at that carport for 20 years and he never got 

anything in the mail. It’s unfair that Mr. Rahill sits on the Board and tells people that they can’t 

do that and he can do it. 

 

Chairman Gilbert stated that he has to point out that this was done 20 years ago, which was a 

significant amount of time before being on the Board. 

 

Mr. Carpenter stated that Mr. Rahill took an Oath of Office, and he knew that carport was on the 

property line.  

 

Mr. Rehe stated that Mr. Rahill submitted his paperwork to the Construction Department and the 

Zoning Officer 20 years ago, he went through the proper channels; he did nothing wrong. 

 

Mr. Castiglia questioned Mr. Carpenter about the temporary carport on his property. 

 

Chairman Gilbert asked if anyone else from the public would like to come before the Board. 

 

Vincent Cautero (106 Rollins Trail) was sworn in by Mr. Haggerty. 

 

Mr. Cautero stated that he was there to cause Mr. Rahill the pain that he has caused him. 

 

Chairman Gilbert asked if this has anything to do with the application before them. 

 

Mr. Cautero stated that it was an eye sore. Mr. Rahill has two vehicles there that he hasn’t 

moved in forever and it is an eye sore in the neighborhood. Mr. Rahill is not a good neighbor, 

his son is a terror to the neighborhood and he doesn’t even live there. They call the cops on 

everybody and everything in the neighborhood.  

 

Chairman Gilbert asked if anyone else from the public would like to come before the Board. 

Seeing no one the application was brought back to the Board. Chairman Gilbert asked the 

Board if there were any further questions or comments. 

 

Mr. Trumpore stated that as far as he could see Mr. Rahill did everything according to what he 

was asked to do 20 years ago. He got a variance for the second floor on the house, he got 

building permits; somehow, it was overlooked that the carport was so close to the sideline. That 

wasn’t his fault, he didn’t do that. How can you say to him after 20 years you have to take your 

carport down because 20 years ago somebody in the town made a mistake.  

 

Mr. Haggerty stated there isn’t anything that we could do about it or should do about it. We are 

inundated with people who undertake construction without any permits, so this is unusual to 

have someone come in after the fact with a building permit and a C.O. 

 

Robert Duncan made a motion to Approve the Mike Rahill Application, including that it is to stay 

a carport. Seconded by Ken Trumpore.  
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Upon roll call vote: 
Ayes: Mayor Petillo, Councilman Francis, Jobeless, Gilbert, Rehe, Duncan, Trumpore, 
Hoagland, and Lijo 
Nays: None Absent: Abstentions: 

 

CONTINUED APPLICATION:  

John Celusak                        Block 31613 Lot 6                9 Normandy Circle   
Carried from the July 21st Land Use Meeting without further notice. 
Applicant is seeking approval for a retaining wall in front to contain parking pad with stairways to 
access the parking area and provide tiered beds for planting, a retaining wall in back to provide 
level area adjacent to the house and eliminate ongoing erosion, a spa/hot tub adjacent to the 
pool, Lean to/shed adjacent to the house. Variances requested 242-38D(5) side yard setback, 
242-28C(1) Retaining wall setback, 242-15B(6) accessory structure less than 6’ from primary 
structure, 242-15E maximum number of accessory structures, Any variances required by the 
Land Use Board. Preexisting Non-conforming 242-38D(1) lot size, 242-38D(2) lot width, 242-
38D(4) front yard setback. 
 
Mayor Petillo and Councilman Francis recused themselves from the application. 
 
John Celusak was sworn in by Mr. Haggerty as the property owner. 
 
Bernd Hefele appeared as Mr. Celusak’s attorney. 
 
Chairman Gilbert stated that there is a procedural error here being that the Board has not 

received any paperwork on this project and it is supposed to be in 10 days before the meeting. 

They have seen absolutely nothing since the initial application. The Board sent the application 

to the Borough Council for approval for certain things, and expected them to come back with 

some proposals and some drawings. 

 

Mr. Hefele stated that the initial application was submitted with the drawings and the survey. Mr. 

Hefele stated that the improvements spilled over into the municipal right of way, so they were 

sent to the Borough Council. 

 

Chairman Gilbert stated that they also mentioned that there were a couple of variance 

exceptions that they would have to deal with after the Borough Council. 

 

Mr. Hefele stated that they appeared before the Borough Council and laid out the entire project 

to the Council. They had a comment letter that they gave them that they agreed to, written by 

Mr. Ruschke July 10, 2015. They agreed to sign the indemnification agreement that is standard 

for improvements that go out into the public right of way. They had a favorable result with the 

town Council, but they have not signed the indemnification agreement because they are coming 

back before this Board to get the variance approvals.  

 

Chairman Gilbert stated that the Board hasn’t seen the letter that Mr. Ruschke had sent, so 

they are unaware of what changes are going to be made based upon that letter.  

 

Mr. Hefele stated that’s what they are going to discuss with them tonight. 

 

Chairman Gilbert stated that’s what they were supposed to see 10 days prior to the meeting.  

 

Mr. Hefele stated that the only comment in Mr. Ruschke’s letter that impacts the improvements 

and where they’re located is the initial comment that all the improvements on “Rim” (Reims) 

Road up to Normandy Circle should be set back three feet. This was to be inspected by the 

Department of Public Works. 

 

Mr. Jobeless stated that the only time he signs a letter is if it can stay in the right of way. 

 

Mr. Trumpore stated that they don’t have a survey.  

 

Mr. Hefele stated that it was in the original application. 
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Mr. Haggerty asked when the original application was submitted. 

 

Chairman Gilbert stated May 19, 2015. 

 

A discussion ensued about the submission and what they want in addition. 

 

Mr. Haggerty stated that the Board takes the advice of the engineer very seriously. 

 

Mr. Ruschke stated that the whole issue regarding the three feet; you have the recommendation 

of the Borough Engineer and the DPW Superintendent saying that they want three feet for snow 

plowing. Does anyone on the Board want to debate whether it should be less than three feet? 

Maybe the Board should be frank in the overall opinions regarding the roof. 

 

Mr. Trumpore stated that he doesn’t mind the storage shed, but the overhang has to go away. 

 

Mr. Celusak stated he is willing to cut that back. 

 

Chairman Gilbert stated that they need to see that in plans and they need to see that 10 days 

before their meeting.  

 

A brief discussion ensued about the Board’s concerns. 

 

Mr. Rehe stated he wanted a five foot set back from the property line with the overhang. 

 

Mr. Hefele stated that he will bring them a new set of plans. 

 

Chairman Gilbert asked Mr. Hefele if the Board could have the Exhibits from the initial 

application. (Mr. Hefele handed the pictures to the Recording Secretary.) 

 

Chairman Gilbert stated that he isn’t going to open it to the public because they are going to 

grant a continuance without renotification, and further enforced that they do need the paperwork 

10 days before. 

 

Sam Hoagland made a motion to continue the John Celusak Application to the October 20, 

2015 meeting. Seconded by Robert Duncan. 

Upon roll call vote: 
Ayes: Jobeless, Gilbert, Rehe, Duncan, Trumpore, Hoagland, Lijo, Gaffney, and Reilly 
Nays: None Absent: Rahill Abstentions: 

 

NEW APPLICATION (CONT’D):  

 

3. Hopatcong Renewal Associates, LLC    B 30707 L 10               460 River Styx Rd  

The applicant proposes to construct a three story mixed use building. Two commercial sites 

totaling 2,080 sq. ft. plus or minus and an ADA accessible residential unit 880 sq. ft. plus or 

minus which will be constructed on the first floor of the building. A total of eight condominium 

units will be constructed on two levels above the commercial units. A total of 18 parking spaces 

are provided onsite to meet the residential use requirements. Three parking spaces along River 

Styx Road are provided for the commercial uses. A total of nine spaces are required for the 

commercial sites. The additional six spaces are proposed with the offsite municipal parking lot 

which is within 500’ of this site. Infrastructure to support this project is also proposed. Variances 

requested minimum side yard – 10’ required, 0’ permitted where adjacent properties are 

developed under Form Based Code. (Adjacent properties will be developed under the Form 

Based Code); 3.6’ sq. yd. provided. Form Based Code- Drive aisle 24’ wide min., 20’ wide 

proposed; 5’ parking buffer, 3.6 plus or minus proposed. Waivers requested Environmental 

Impact Statement. 

 

Mayor Petillo and Councilman Francis recused themselves from the application. 

Ronald S. Heymann came before the Board as the applicant’s attorney. 
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Mr. Heymann gave an overview of the application while the applicant set up their exhibits stating 

there will be five two bedroom and four one bedroom units and over 2,000 commercial retail 

space. 

 

Jeff Careaga of Careaga Engineering was sworn in as the applicant’s engineer. 

 

David Gunia was sworn in as the President of Hopatcong Renewal Associates and President 

and managing member of Greentree. 

 

Mr. Gunia gave an overview of the details of units, parking and roof top. 

 

Exhibit A-1 was marked as the color rendering of what the project should look like. 

 

Exhibit A-2 was marked as the color proposal of the 9 units. Mr. Gunia explained that there were 

four condos on to the top, four condos in the middle, and one ADA condo on the bottom.  

 

Mr. Gunia stated that the tressels were an added feature to protect anyone relaxing on the 

rooftop and that the height of the structural wall will not exceed 45’. 

 

Mr. Gunia explained more of the details of the plans. 

 
Mr. Heymann asked Mr. Gunia if there was a garage proposed. 
 
Mr. Gunia stated that there was no garage proposed, there is service parking behind the 
building. 
 
Mr. Gunia stated that there are five two bedroom units, four oversized bedrooms, and one ADA. 
 

Exhibit A-3 was marked to show the floor plan of the retail space which Mr. Gunia further 

discussed. 

 

Mr. Heymann asked Mr. Gunia if the store fronts would all face River Styx Road. 

 

Mr. Gunia stated that was correct. 

 

Mr. Heymann stated that there was a question from Mr. Ruschke as to whether or not there was 

a generator proposed on the site. 

 

Mr. Gunia stated that the generator would be included for the purpose of servicing the sewer 

projector pump.  

 

Mr. Gunia further described the details of the units and the access to them. 

 

Mr. Heymann stated that the Ordinance requires nine spaces for commercial parking, and they 

are providing three.  Mr. Heymann asked Mr. Gunia what his idea in regard to accommodating 

the other parking spaces would be. 

 

Mr. Gunia stated that he proposes widening Durban Road from River Styx to Lakeside to 

include parallel parking along the right edge of the right of way.  

 

Mr. Heymann asked how many spaces they thought they could get out of that. 

 

Mr. Gunia stated that it’s about 180’ long so at least nine spaces, maybe more. 

 

Mr. Haggerty asked if that was a total of nine spaces or if that was an addition to the three they 

already had.  

 

Mr. Heymann stated that would be a total of 12. 
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Mr. Rehe asked if that would be public parking. 

 

Mr. Gunia stated that it would be public parking, but they would expect to have credit for it. 

 

Mr. Ruschke stated that regarding the commercial space, Retail B looks like a reasonable size, 

but Retail A looks extremely small. What is really practical about utilizing that? 

 

Mr. Gunia stated that Retail A is a Boutique space, which would be set up for somebody who 

wanted to open up a spice shop, or a small clothing, or a gift shop. 

 

Mr. Heymann asked Mr. Gunia what is currently on the site right now. 

 

Mr. Gunia stated that there are four rental structures. There is a two story home that overlooks 

the lake and then there are three bungalows that begin at River Styx Road and extend back into 

the property. They are aged, well maintained, but aged. 

 

Exhibit A-4 was marked and described as an aerial view of the property. 

 

Exhibit A-5 was marked and described as the layout and dimension plan of the site. 

 

Mr. Careaga stated that parking would be in the back for all residents. There would be a total of 

18 parking spaces which is the Borough’s minimum of two parking spaces per unit (meeting all 

the residential requirements). Mr. Careaga stated it’s understood that they need to get approval 

for the water and sewer connections. Mr. Careaga stated that in the back of the property that 

they do have a proposed fenced-in enclosure for the dumpster area; they show the sewer pump 

station emergency generator behind the fenced area also. Propane tanks will be buried in the 

back rear of the property. As cars come through, the handicap parking spot is right in front of the 

ADA unit. The other spots are 9’x18’. There are three parking spaces in front of Retail A building 

and two in front of Retail B building. Mr. Careaga stated that the entire road is going to be 

realigned and anyone with frontage on River Styx Road will have their property boundary 

changed. Mr. Careaga stated that they have revised plans with the county which are consistent 

with these plans. 

 

Mr. Careaga stated that there is a retaining wall proposed, but in order to minimize the size of 

the retaining wall up in the front  they had to approach the owner of the deli; and he was okay 

with grading on his property to minimize the height of the retaining wall. Mr. Careaga stated that 

they do want to change this to eliminate any grading on the property so that Lot 11 doesn’t need 

to be noticed as far as a 200 foot list (there are no proposed improvements on Lot 11), just a 

retaining wall up against the property line and they may elect to use the side of the building as a 

retaining wall and not touch the grading at all; they will revise the plans. 

 

Mr. Ruschke stated that the Board did set up an architectural sub-committee to review plans 

before they go to the Board; unfortunately the Board’s Secretary was on vacation and this got 

on the Agenda versus waiting until next month when the sub-committee was able to review it. 

Mr. Ruschke stated that ultimately, with that recommendation, he didn’t believe that the Board 

should take action on this application, that it’ll probably be carried to allow the architectural sub-

committee to review the application. Mr. Ruschke stated that he thought what they were 

proposing made sense and to continue on in their thoughts and to notice before the next 

meeting so that it’s done. 

 

Mr. Heymann stated that he would just request to notice the few people from Lot 11 that haven’t 

been noticed as not to overlap those that have already been noticed and that he was unaware 

of the architectural sub-committee. 

 

Mr. Haggerty stated that it would be appropriate to notice just the new ones.  

 

Mr. Heymann and Mr. Careaga began reviewing Mr. Ruschke’s review letter and the variances 

requested. 
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Mr. Ruschke asked if in regard to the front yard if the canopies are permanent canopies and if 

they should be taken into consideration. 

 

Mr. Gunia stated that they will be fabric canopies that can be detached from the building. 

 

Mr. Haggerty asked where they are measuring the setback from, the canopy or the building. 

 

Mr. Gunia stated the building. 

 

Mr. Ruschke stated that he just wanted some clarification. 

 

Mr. Careaga continued to go through Mr. Ruschke’s review letter. 

 

Mr. Heymann asked Mr. Careaga if it was correct that they were requesting a waiver from the 

environmental impact statement. 

 

Mr. Careaga stated that the site was previously developed and previously disturbed, so they are 

requesting a waiver from the environmental impact statement. 

 

Mr. Careaga continued on to Mr. Ruschke’s technical review letter. 

 

Mr. Ruschke asked Mr. Careaga to take a look at the back parking to eliminate a variance. 

 

A discussion ensued. 

 

Mr. Careaga continued reading through Mr. Ruschke’s technical review letter. 

 

Mr. Heymann emphasized that the applicant does not wish to make a fair-share contribution for 

installation of a standpipe in the lake for fire protection. They believe that it could be DEP 

permitted and they don’t know how much it could be and it could be quite expensive. They are 

not interested, though they know it is a recommendation of Mr. Ruschke’s. 

 

Mr. Ruschke stated that the Board will deliberate on that. 

 

Mr. Heymann asked if anyone had any questions for Mr. Careaga when he finished reading Mr. 

Ruschke’s review letter. 

 

Chairman Gilbert stated that the Borough has put a lot of time into the planning of the mixed 

use area and he thinks it’s very important to point out to anyone who wants to develop an area 

that they want to keep variances to a minimum; that was one of the driving forces in creating 

this mixed use area. They do realize when you’re developing small properties one at a time that 

there are going to be some variances that have to be addressed and given, but they do ask that 

the requests for variances be kept to as much of a minimum as possible. Part of Mr. Ruschke’s 

recommendations would minimize the variances they request. 

 

Mr. Heymann stated they will try to do that. 

 

Chairman Gilbert asked the Board if they had any questions or comments. 

 

Mr. Rehe asked how many spots they were proposing on Durban Road. 

 

Mr. Heymann and Mr. Ruschke stated that they needed nine more. 

 

Mr. Rehe stated that they have to take into consideration that there are other property owners 

there. They can’t just take that whole side of the street and put parking there, don’t the other 

properties there have access to the properties? 

 

Mr. Careaga stated that by Ordinance 27 spaces are required and 21 are provided on their 

layout; when they come back they’ll probably still only have 21 maybe 20. Either way they’re 
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going to come back with a revised layout, but based on this layout they need six more spaces. 

They are willing to put in as much as they can fit on the road because there are other projects 

coming. 

 

Mr. Ruschke stated he views it as first come first serve. They’re going to have to put in driveway 

cuts. 

 

Mr. Reilly asked about the water runoff. 

 

Mr. Careaga stated whatever the flow of water direction is, they’re going to keep that. 

 

Mr. Rehe asked if they were tying into the county drain. 

 

Mr. Careaga stated that they were. 

 

Mr. Trumpore asked what they were doing about the rooftop. He stated that he was concerned 

with people walking on the roof with no guardrails. 

 

Mr. Gunia stated that there are is at least a four foot high parapet wall, it is the typical height of a 

railing. It’s designed to be a decorative feature; you’d have to climb up it. 

 

Mr. Trumpore asked about the center section over the tunnel with windows. 

 

Mr. Gunia stated it’s a decorative feature. 

 

Mr. Duncan stated that you’d have to stand in order to see the lake, you couldn’t be sitting in a 

lounge chair. 

 

Mr. Gunia stated that was correct. 

 

Chairman Gilbert opened the meeting up to the public. 

 

Annette Baker was sworn in by Mr. Haggerty. 

 

Ms. Baker stated that she lives directly behind that property. 

 

Ms. Baker stated that water runoff doesn’t exist. 

 

Chairman Gilbert asked what Ms. Baker meant by that. 

 

Mr. Careaga stated that it’s not water, its drainage. The ground is sloped that way, so when it 

rains, the direction of the water is coming.  Mr. Careaga stated that he’s not talking about a 

water course, he’s talking about regular rainfall. All rain flows in a certain direction and in this 

case it comes across. 

 

Ms. Baker thanked Mr. Careaga for clarifying and further stated that she had seen the front and 

the sides, but what she’s concerned with is the back and she hadn’t seen that. 

 

Mr. Gunia explained the rear. 

 

Ms. Baker expressed her concern with the property line and where it met her property. Ms. 

Baker stated that she has lived here for 30 years and she bought her house for her lake view; 

no trees, no lake. Ms. Baker further stated that it’s taking some of the quality from her life as 

well as the value of her home. Ms. Baker asked how she would ever sell her house if that was 

one of the best features. 

 

Chairman Gilbert stated unfortunately the lake view is not owned. When you buy a piece of 

property, you own the property. If someone else owns the property in front of you (even if there 
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wasn’t a Form Based Code) if they wanted to come in and built up 35’; it’s an unfortunate fact of 

life. 

 

Ms. Baker stated that the second story she would be okay with, but the third story is what she 

has consistently objected to. 

 

Chairman Gilbert asked if anyone else from the public had any questions or comments. 

 

Mara Modes was sworn in by Mr. Haggerty. 

 

Ms. Modes stated that the people on the roof are going to be looking into everybody’s backyard. 

 

Ms. Modes stated that with the municipal parking lot, the Board of Education owns it. 

 

Chairman Gilbert stated No, the Board of Education owns a portion of the parking lot. There is 

a Memorandum of Agreement between the Board of Education and the Borough to allow 

development of additional spaces, which then turned the whole thing into basically a municipal 

lot; with restrictions of the use during school hours. 

 

Ms. Modes asked how we are going to enforce during school hours. 

 

Chairman Gilbert stated that there is going to be signage, there is going to be patrols, it is 

going to be up to the local police department to enforce. 

 

Ms. Modes asked if the tax payers were going to maintain it. 

 

Mr. Ruschke stated it’s a municipal lot, yes. 

 

Ms. Modes stated that they want credit for the parking, what do we get out of it? 

 

Mr. Heymann stated that is a Greentree project. 

 

Ms. Modes stated that it is included in Mr. Heymann’s. 

 

Mr. Haggerty stated that the applicant proposed to widen the road and not use that parking lot. 

 

Ms. Modes asked if there was a non permeable membrane or is there just a drywell. 

 

Mr. Careaga stated that they are not proposing pervious pavement. 

 

Ms. Modes stated that as far as ADA, they don’t have an elevator. If they have someone in a 

wheelchair, they are restricting their access to the beautiful view on the top. 

 

Chairman Gilbert stated that is correct. 

 

Mr. Duncan stated that they just have to provide the ADA. 

 

Ms. Modes stated that she is against the variance for the environmental impact. Due to the 

historical issues with benzene in the area that resulted in contamination of potable water and 

possibly soil in the area, benzene migrates and has the potential to migrate to surrounding 

properties. It was said by the assistant director of the remediation section within the State DEP 

said that topographically that area is a bowl, more test should be done to determine how quickly 

the ground water flows because a well could be contaminated over there. Ms. Modes stated that 

she would like to see an environmental impact study overseen and signed off by an 

independent LSRP to be paid for by the developer and for the developer to accept all historical 

remediation obligations.  

 

Chairman Gilbert asked if anyone else from the public had any questions or comments. 
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Peter Frechtling was sworn in by Mr. Haggerty. 

 

Mr. Frechtling asked how they are realigning the road and how it is going to impact his property. 

 

Chairman Gilbert asked Mr. Frechtling where he lived. 

 

Mr. Frechtling stated that he lived at 443 River Styx Road, right across the street from the 

current development property that they have. 

 

Mr. Careaga stated that that is beyond the jurisdiction of this Board; that it is a County decision. 

They do have a map that he can see how it relates to his property. The developer has agreed to 

do this, and it is a big cost also. They had to survey the entire road and submit it to the County. 

Basically, none of the maps that the County had made any sense. So the County was very 

concerned that all of the different right of ways wouldn’t match; and if they are trying to develop 

the whole street how could they review the plans. Mr. Careaga stated that they are going 

through the approval process with the County and there is going to be a hearing.  

 

Chairman Gilbert asked where Mr. Frechtling would have access to these maps now. 

 

Mr. Careaga stated that he email them to him or give him a hard copy. 

 

Chairman Gilbert told Mr. Frechtling to get in touch with Mr. Careaga for the maps. 

 

Chairman Gilbert asked if anyone else from the public had any questions or comments. 

 

Ms. Modes came before the Board again. 

 

Ms. Modes stated that the buildings that were already there so it was already disturbed were 

built before the benzene was found. 

 

Chairman Gilbert asked if anyone else from the public had any questions or comments. 

 

Mason Francisco was sworn in by Mr. Haggerty. 

 

Mr. Francisco questioned what type of barrier/fencing is proposed for the parking lot and the 

residential area. 

 

Mr. Heymann marked this page Exhibit A-6. 

 

Mr. Careaga stated it is a board on board six foot high fence (on sheet 8). 

 

Chairman Gilbert asked if anyone else from the public had any questions or comments. 

 

Marilyn Coppola was sworn in by Mr. Haggerty. 

 

Ms. Coppola stated that she owns the property of 460 River Styx Road and that what she has 

seen of the sketches would make a beautiful rendition for Hopatcong and make it come back to 

life again. Ms. Coppola stated that it looks like the Board is doing all of the checks and balances 

to make sure that everything is done as fairly as possible. 

 

Chairman Gilbert asked if anyone else from the public had any questions or comments. Seeing 

none, Chairman Gilbert brought it back to the Board and asked if there were any further 

questions or comments. 

 

Mr. Heymann asked about their decision on the environmental impact study and further 

questioned as to whether it was necessary that they bring in their planner for testimony. 

 

Mr. Haggerty stated that the Board can take notice of the previous application where they had 

testimony where there was an omission from the Ordinance that they did not recognize the need 
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to accommodate an ADA unit on the first floor in the zone plan, which they weren’t aware of until 

they were made aware in the last application. Mr. Haggerty stated that he doesn’t see that they 

(the planner) have to be present that. 

 

Mr. Heymann asked if the sub-committee will meet before the next meeting. 

 

Chairman Gilbert stated that they can. Chairman Gilbert asked what the Board wants in 

regards to the environmental impact. 

 

Mr. Reilly stated they got storm drains and they got sanitary drains, and the water that comes off 

is going to go into a storm drain like the water goes off right now. Mr. Reilly stated he can’t see a 

single problem with it, he can’t see a single problem with it. 

 

Mr. Trumpore stated that they are proposing a drywell. 

 

Mr. Careaga stated that there is a storm drain from the County in front. All the water from the 

parking lot is directed to the County storm system. 

 

Mr. Heymann stated that they have to do a phase 1 study for the bank anyway. 

 

Mr. Ruschke stated that the Ordinance requires in the environmental impact study to cover the 

following: water quality, air quality, noise, undesirable land use patterns, damage to/destruction 

of significant plant or wildlife systems, aesthetic values, destruction of natural resources, 

displacement of people and businesses, displacement of viable farms, employment and 

property tax, destruction of man-made resources, disruption of desirable community and 

regional growth, and health, safety and well-being of the public. These are items many of which 

are just not applicable with this commercial development in the redevelopment zone.  

 

Mr. Rehe stated that in regards to the benzene, they’re hooking up to the public water, not a 

well. 

 

Mr. Haggerty stated that phase 1 would address the environmental problems that exist. 

 

Sam Hoagland made a motion to approve the waiver for the environmental impact statement for 

the Hopatcong Renewal Associates, LLC. Seconded by Robert Rehe. 

Upon roll call vote: 
Ayes: Jobeless, Gilbert, Rehe, Duncan, Hoagland, Lijo, Gaffney, and Reilly 
Nays: Trumpore None Absent: Rahill Abstentions: 
 

Mr. Heymann asked that they be scheduled for the 20th of October and that they will notice for 

Lot 11. 

 

Mr. Haggerty stated that they will not need to notice those in the 200 feet that have already 

been noticed. 

 

The sub-committee began to plan when they could meet. 

 

The Board took a seven minute break from 9:41pm resuming at 9:48pm. 

ZONING OFFICER REPORT: 
 
Mr. Donegan stated that he has been getting complaints about the property on the corner of 
Edsall and Lakeside Blvd. They have parking in the street, materials being stored outside, and 
parking next door. Mr. Donegan stated that it is going to be his attempt to get them back in for a 
site plan. Mr. Donegan stated that wanted to see if the Board felt the same, or if they was just 
going to say yes and maybe it would be foolish to go through the process. 
 
Mr. Hoagland stated that he takes that road to go home and it’s always very hairy. There’s 
always cars parked there. 
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Mayor Petillo stated that he gets so overcrowded that it’s not only on both sides. When people 
come in and there’s no place to park, they pull in by where the hob is so now your line of site is 
dead and you can’t see coming out. And then they pull in and they stop on Lakeside Blvd. into 
Edsall. When you turn off of Lakeside Blvd. onto Edsall and you get a car you can’t move, 
someone is going to get seriously injured. Mayor Petillo stated that he’s cleaned it up before but 
it’s getting bad again. 
 
Chairman Gilbert stated that he had appeared before us, and the Board discussed it. 
 
Mr. Rehe asked Mr. Donegan if there’s a site plan there. 
 
Mr. Donegan stated that other than what they’ve done this past time and further stated that 
another thing that bothers him is that they had another problem with L&S.  Part of the complaint 
was that they weren’t parking across the street. That took the slant that this was pre-existing 
that the businesses in this location have done this historically (pre-existing, non-conforming). 
The Borough hired a special prosecutor. They cleaned it up a little bit. They were allowed to do 
it with employee parking. Mr. Donegan stated that he wants to try to make things better, he 
knows they have to make a living, but it they have to make it effective.  
 
A discussion ensued about the safety concerns due to the location. 
 
DISCUSSION: 
 
RESOLUTION:          Hearing Date 
James & Barbara Perrin Block 31206 Lot 10   52 Maxim Drive          August 18, 2015 

 
Ken Trumpore made a motion to Approve the James & Barbara Perrin Resolution. Seconded by 
Councilman Francis. 
 
Upon roll call vote: 
Ayes: Mayor Petillo, Councilman Francis, Jobeless, Rehe, Duncan, Trumpore, Hoagland, and 
Lijo 
Nays: None Absent: Rahill Abstentions: Gilbert 
 
WORKSESSION: 
 
CORRESPONDENCE: 
Sussex County Open Space and Recreation Plan Update Meeting – October 22, 2015 
 
Mayor Petillo stated that the Conservancy of New Jersey is working with the Sussex County 
Board of Chosen Freeholders and their Open Space Advisory Committee. They are looking at 
reviewing their Open Space and Recreation plan. They would like to know from us what 
properties in our area could be used for Open Space and Recreation. Mayor Petillo stated that it 
was discussed at the Open Space meeting and it doesn’t work for us, because we don’t have 
open space anymore. We could use it for Recreation, but the money they’re talking about is not 
going to be used for Recreation. It doesn’t really fit us. But they’re coming here to speak and 
Mayor Petillo requested someone from the Land Use Board be there. 
 
Chairman Gilbert asked if that one of the things they were going to do was the trails. 
 
Mayor Petillo stated they were, that has to do with the Environmental Commission. 
 
Chairman Gilbert and Ron Jobeless volunteered. 
 
ESCROW REFUND:  

 
BILLS:           

HATCHMOTT MC DONALD 
DOLAN & DOLAN 

 
NEW JERSEY HERALD 

Inv. 30906  Patrick’s Pub B 31606 Lot 20    $   8.10 
 
 A motion is in order to approve the bills for the meeting of September 15, 2015. 
 
Justin Lijo made a motion to pay the bills for the meeting of September 15, 2015. Seconded by 
Ron Jobeless. 
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Upon roll call vote: 
Ayes: Mayor Petillo, Councilman Francis, Jobeless, Gilbert, Rehe, Duncan, Trumpore, 
Hoagland, and Lijo 
Nays: None Absent: Rahill Abstentions: 
 
 

MEETING OPEN TO THE PUBLIC: 
After giving all persons present an opportunity to address the Governing Body, Chairman Alan 
Gilbert will request a motion to close the meeting to the public and return to the regular order of 
business.   
 
OLD BUSINESS: 
 
NEW BUSINESS:  
 
ADJOURNMENT: Chairman Alan Gilbert requested a motion to adjourn the meeting at 
9:58pm. 
 
Motion by:  Sam Hoagland Seconded by: All      All in favor? Aye 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             _____________________________ 
             Amanda Nevins 
             Land Use Board Recording Secretary 


